
324 THE FUTURE CONDITION OF THE EARTH.

The question has often arisen, how the glorified body, if

material, would be able to escape all sources of injury, so as

to be immortal as the soul. In this hypothesis, we see how it

is possible; for though the whole globe should change its

chemical constitution, though worlds should dash upon worlds,

the spiritual body, though present at the very point where the

terrible collision took place, would feel no injury; and, safe in

its immortal habitation, the soul might smile amid "the wreck

of matter and the crash of worlds."

In the third place, on this supposition, the soul might com

municate its thoughts and receive a knowledge of events and

of other minds, through distances inconceivably great, with

the speed of lightning. If we suppose the soul, in such a

tenement, could transmit its thoughts and desires, and receive

impressions, through the luminiferous ether, with only the same

velocity as light, it might communicate with other beings upon
the sun, at the distance of one hundred million miles, in eight
minutes; and such a power we may reasonably expect the soul

will hereafter possess, whether derived from this or some other

agency. We cannot believe that, in another world, the soul's

communication with the rest of the universe will be as limited

as in the present state. On this supposition, she need not

wander through the universe to learn the events transpiring in

other spheres, for the intelligence would be borne on the

morning's ray or the lightning's wing.

Finally, on this supposition, the germ of the future spiritual

body may, even in this world, be attached to the soul; and it

may be this which she will come seeking after on the resurrec

tion morning.
I know not but this wonderful medium, in some unknown

form, may attach itself to the sleeping dust; and though that

dust be scattered upon the winds, or diffused in the waters of
the ocean, and transformed into other animal bodies, still that

germ may not be lost. The chemist has often been perplexed,
when he thinks how the bodies of men are decomposed after
death, and how every particle must, in some cases, pass into other

bodies; he has been perplexed, I say, to see how the resurrec
tion body should be identified, and especially bow those par
ticles could become a part of different bodies. Perhaps the

hypothesis under consideration may relieve the difficulty. Per

haps, too, it may teach us how the soul exists and acts, when
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